Introduction Nowadays a considerable effort is made to "write" and "read" symbolic information into and from artificial neural networks (ANN) [1, 2] . The motivation is multifold. ANNs have shown a very good ability to represent "empirical knowledge", as the one contained in a set of examples, but the information is expressed in a "sub-symbolic" form -in the structure, weights and biases of a trained ANN, not directly readable for the human user. So, an ANN behaves nearly like a "black box", providing no explanation to justify its decisions taken in various instances. This forbids the usage of ANNs in "safety-critical" domains, which include the economic and financial applications, and makes it difficult to verify and debug software that includes ANN components. On the other hand, the extraction of the knowledge contained in an ANN allows the "portability" of the information to other systems, in both symbolic (AI) and sub-symbolic (ANN) forms. A direct way of converting neural to symbolic knowledge is through rule extraction. This process provides a limited form of an explanation facility of how a neural network may classify any given input pattern. Rule extraction is a process that discovers the hyper plane positions of the input-to-hidden units and the hidden-to-output units of a neural network. These positions are then formulated as IF..THEN rules with the most important input unit labels acting as the rule antecedents. The discovery of the hyper plane positions can be found by a number of techniques that analyze the weights and biases of the neural network. Rule extraction can be carried out using a variety of neural network types such as multi-layer perceptions, Kohonen networks, radial basis functions (RBF) and recurrent networks.
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Rule extraction from RBF neural networks
The nature of RBF networks [3] makes them a suitable solution for rule extraction process. It is possible to extract a series of IF. THEN rules that are able to state simply and accurately the knowledge contained in the neural network. The RBF network consists of the feed forward architecture with an input layer, a hidden layer of RBF "pattern" units and an output layer of linear units. The input layer simply transfers the input vector to the hidden units, which form a localized response to the input pattern. Learning is normally undertaken as a two-stage process. The first stage consists of an unsupervised process in which the RBF centers (hidden units) are positioned and the optimum field widths are determined in relation to the training samples. The second stage of learning involves the calculation of the hidden unit to output unit weights and is achieved quite easily through a simple matrix transformation. The radial basis functions in the hidden layer are implemented by kernel functions, which operate over a localized area of input space. The effective range of the kernels is determined by the values allocated to the center and width of the radial basis function. The Gaussian function has a response characteristic determined by equation [3] :
The response of the output unit is calculated as
where: W -weight matrix, Z -hidden units activations, x -input vectors, µ-parameter vector, σ-width of receptive field. Rule extraction may be viewed in one of two ways. First, it can be seen as a technique for determining how the neural network performs any given input to output mapping. Second, the rule extraction process may often produce rules that are more accurate than the original neural network. The local nature of each RBF hidden unit enables a simple translation into a single rule:
IF Feature 1 is TRUE AND IF Feature 2 is TRUE AND IF Feature n is TRUE THEN Class x where a Feature is composed of upper and lower bounds calculated by the RBF center µ n positions, RBF width σ and feature steepness S. The value of the steepness was discovered empirically to be about 0.6 and is related to the value of the width parameter. The values of µ and σ are determined by the RBF training algorithm [3] . The upper and lower bounds are calculated as follows:
The rule extraction algorithm RULEX [4] can be seen below in Fig. 1 :
Input:
Hidden weights µ (center positions) Gaussian radius spread σ Steepness S Output:
One rule per hidden unit Procedure: Train RBF network on data set For each hidden unit: Application example of rule extraction technique The experiment performed was intended as an implementation of the RULEX algorithm that would give an idea of rule extraction possibilities from neural networks. The main aim of the experiment was to extract rules and test their quality. The software program is written in MATLAB. The present paper is a continuation of the study presented in [5] . The experiment employed the well-known Fisher's IRIS data set [6] . As known, it contains three flower classes of 50 elements each: setosa, versicolor and virginica. Every flower has 4 attributes:  SL -sepal length; Using the GhostMiner statistical package, data normalisation was performed and element distribution by class as well as different statistical indexes were obtained (see Fig. 2 and 3 ).
Fig. 2. Statistical indexes of the normalised Fisher's IRIS database

Fig. 3. Distribution of elements by class
For data visualisation, 2D projections can be used which show the distribution of particular parameters with regard to each other. Fig. 4 .a illustrates the distribution of petal length with regard to sepal length, whereas Fig. 4 .b depicts the distribution of petal width with regard to sepal width. Training set C -all 50 elements of every class. 2. To examine the effect of parameter S on the quality of extracted rules. In case A, first 25 elements of every class were used as a training set. For all training sets, the values of parameter S were found experimentally. At each training stage, class centers and radius values were calculated according to the RULEX algorithm. Based on those values, for each class of training elements, X lower and X upper were calculated as well as the antecedent parts characterising the corresponding class. Then testing over the whole IRIS data set was made so as to determine to which extent the found rules correctly described elements of each class. For each class, the count of elements satisfying the rules was found as well as the percentage of elements correctly describing the rules. For convenience, IRIS variables SL, SW, PL and PW were denoted, respectively, as X1, X2, X3 and X4. Table 2 shows the results of the experiment, whereas Table 3 represents the rules extracted at different S values. In case B, 20 elements, arbitrarily selected from every class, were employed as a training set. Table 4 demonstrates the results of the experiment, but Table 5 shows the rules extracted at different S values. Table 4 . I  49  49  48  48  45  40  39  27  14  9  2  0  0  0   II  50  49  49  48  45  44  40  36  28  20  10  3  0  0   III  49  49  48  47  45  43  43  42  39  35  29  23 In case C, all 50 elements of every class served as a training set. Table 6 shows the results of the experiment, but Table 7 represents the rules extracted at different values of parameter S. The data obtained prove that parameter S plays an essential role in the application of the RULEX algorithm: the greater the negative value of S is, the more the lower boundary of rule performance range, X lower , decreases at the same time raising the upper boundary, X upper , of the range. That causes the enlargement of the cluster describing antecedent part and thus increases the value of the area in which the extracted rule is fulfilled. For training sets A, B, and C, the dependence of the total count of elements, correctly describing rules, on parameter S is shown in Table 8 and represented as a graph in Fig. 5 . 
Conclusions
The aim of this study was to continue the experiments described in [5] . In this paper a ruleextraction algorithm is shown which is based on the radial basis function (RBF) neural network classifier. After training the RBF classifier, the rules will be extracted through analyzing the parameters of the classifier. One hidden unit corresponds to one rule. Before extracting rules, the weights connecting the hidden units with output units are simplified. Then the interval for each input in the condition part of every rule is adjusted with a view to obtaining high rule accuracy by iteration steps. This rule extraction technique is shown through IRIS data set experimental results. The extracted rules can help discover and analyse the hidden knowledge in data sets further.
